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WHAT IS INCLUDED

In this Universal Opener Berlinger Lausanne Kit box, you will find:
- One (1) Berlinger Lausanne Kit Universal Opener, one (1) Power cable, one (1) Lausanne test kit, one (1) slip-resistant mat.

Note: total weight approx. 32.0 kg

PREPARATION

Please make sure that:
- The content of the Universal Opener Berlinger Lausanne Kit is complete.

1. Connect the machine with the air pressure. Minimum needed pressure is 4 bar.
2. Connect the machine to the electricity by plugging the cable. The standard power range is from 100 to 240 VAC (50/60 Hz).
3. Use the two handles on each side of the opener to lift it.

HANDLING THE UNIVERSAL OPENER BERLINGER LAUSANNE-KIT

4. Turn the power on by pushing the switch on the back and check first, if the container cap is firmly and properly closed.
5. Place the Berlinger Lausanne Kit firmly into the white cup.

Note: Do not grab into the machine, sharp cutting wheels inside.

6. To start the opening process slide down the door by using the black lever on the front. All is protected by the door and you must take away your hands. After 6-8 seconds the process is finished and the door opens automatically.
7. The door is open and the Berlinger Lausanne-Kit ready to be taken out.
8. Open the cap by turning it in an anti-clockwise direction.
9. The separated top of the cap can be re-used to close the container again.

Note: Protect your hands by opening the cap with the slip-resistant mat.

WARNING

- Keep your hands away from places that bear this warning sign. There is a risk that hands may be injured.
- Use eye protection.

The latest version of the user manual / handling instructions can be found on our website www.berlinger.com/handling-instructions

For additional information, check out the Berlinger Lausanne Kit product webpage www.berlinger.com/berlinger-lausanne-kit

Contact us for the detailed handling instruction or user manual to replace the cutting wheels info.special@berlinger.com